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Arch Electric Celebrates Earth Day 2020
Leaders in the solar industry are paving the way for renewables in Wisconsin

[Plymouth, Wis.] – Arch Electric, Inc. is excited to celebrate the installation and “flipping of the switch”
of the recently installed solar energy system on the roof of its headquarters at 1237 Pilgrim Road in
Plymouth. See below for a photo of the system.
The 46.2kW solar installation is comprised of 140 Panasonic solar panels and Enphase
microinverters, all sitting on a TerraGen racking system. The south facing metal roof of the building is
ideally situated for solar and is expected to perform according to projections. Passersby can see
some of the panels from the road.
This solar system is designed to offset approximately 47% of the electricity used annually by Arch.
The cost of the system was offset in part with grants from the USDA Rural Energy for America
Program (REAP) and Focus on Energy.
This installation is the second of its kind in the Plymouth Industrial Park, with neighboring InkWorks
having theirs completed in 2019.
Arch President Ed Zinthefer purchased the building in late 2018 after leasing part of the second floor
office space and first floor warehouse for most of that year. “When I first set eyes on this, I
immediately saw a tremendous opportunity for solar, and it has come to fruition,” said Zinthefer.
An Earth Day ribbon cutting event with the Plymouth Chamber of Commerce has been postponed in
light of current events and will be rescheduled.
About Arch Electric, Inc.
Arch Electric is the leading Solar and Energy Storage Expert in Wisconsin. Arch has invested in solar
technology since 2003, and has over 12 megaWatts of solar installations in over 800 custom projects,
including several home supporting battery systems, ground mounted systems, commercial rooftop
systems like IKEA in Oak Creek, and every kind of residential and agricultural rooftop system. Arch
has also installed several MW as subcontractor in large development projects.
Learn more at ArchElec.com.
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Photo of Arch Electric’s Solar Energy System in Plymouth
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